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Overview
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Key Earnings Drivers

 

Salary packages
     10.0%

326,800

Average salary 
packaging float
    5.4%

$390m
Employees
     7.7%

1,230

Novated leases
     7.2%

61,000
Assets managed
(Units)
     2.6 %

39,760
Assets managed
(WDV) 1
     14.7%

$526m

GRS Net Promoter Score
Average monthly score for 1H18

47.3
Net amount financed
     19.6%

$1,350m

1 Inclusive of on and off balance sheet funding

Note: Movements compared to prior corresponding period
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Competitive Advantage

McMillan Shakespeare Group

– Significant scale 
resulting in improved 
buying power, 
geographic reach, 
industry position

– Proprietary IT and 
activity systems 
difficult to replicate

– Long standing 
relationships to over 
1,300 customers and 
circa 1.2m employees

– Industry leading 
service levels

– Bespoke product 
offering tailored to the 
SME market

– Flexible funding 
model (on and 
off balance sheet 
funding)

– Multiple distribution 
channels

– Vehicle remarketing

– Extensive panel  
of lenders

– Proprietary IT 
platform leading to 
operating efficiencies 
and compliance 
management

– Broad distribution 
footprint via dealer, 
broker and retail 
network

– Fully integrated 
financial service 
offering

– Broad product  
offering

– Diverse panel  
of funders

– Geographic 
diversification

– Broker aggregation 
platform

– Systems and 
processes to manage 
high volumes of 
transactions

– Extensive funds 
management 
experience

– Relationships within 
the not-for-profit  
and health sectors

– Customer focus

– Leverage MMS ASX 
leading position
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Outlook

 Solid 1H18 performance - ongoing organic growth and strategic investments 

 FY18 guidance affirmed - on track to achieve UNPATA of approximately $93.6 million

 Key initiatives to drive growth, returns and profitability 

 – Novated leases: Volumes to grow strongly through improved customer experience and sales and marketing strength

 – GRS productivity: Scope for substantial efficiency gains through technology and lower cost operations  
    resulting in a margin benefit 

 – UK: Platform and presence established to drive future asset growth and capital efficiency, proven management  
    transfer, target improved ROCE 

 – PMP: Building leadership presence in attractive complementary new NDIS market, leverages MMS core capabilities

 Track record of solid growth set to continue
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This presentation has been prepared by McMillan Shakespeare Limited ABN 74 107 233 983 (“MMS”). It contains summary information about MMS and its subsidiaries 
and their activities current as at the date of this presentation. The presentation contains selected information and does not purport to be all inclusive or to contain  
information that may be relevant to a prospective investor. The information in this presentation should not be considered as advice or a recommendation to investors 
or potential investors and it does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any particular investor and each person is 
responsible for conducting its own examination of MMS and assessment of the merits and risks of investing in MMS' shares.

This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements. These statements are only predictions. Actual events or results may differ materially. Nothing in this  
presentation is a promise or representation as to the future. MMS does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy of such statements or assumptions. 

The information in this presentation is for information purposes only and is not an offer of securities for subscription, purchase or sale in any jurisdiction. No representation 
or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, reliability, completeness or correctness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this 
presentation. To the maximum extent permitted by law, none of MMS, its directors, employees, agents or advisers, nor any other person accepts any liability for any loss 
arising from the use of this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it, including, without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence on 
the part of MMS or its directors, employees, agents or advisers.

An investment in MMS is subject to known and unknown risks, some of which are beyond the control of MMS, including possible loss of income and principal invested. 
MMS does not guarantee any particular rate of return or the performance of MMS, nor does it guarantee the repayment of capital from MMS or any particular tax  
treatment. Each person should have regard to MMS' other periodic and continuous disclosure documents when making their investment decision and should consult 
such advisers as they consider necessary before making an investment decision. Past performance information given in this presentation is given for illustrative purposes 
only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance.

Financial data 

All dollar values are in Australian dollars ($) unless stated otherwise.

Effect of rounding

A number of figures, amounts, percentages, estimates, calculations of value and fractions in this presentation are subject to the effect of rounding.  
Accordingly, the actual calculation of these figures may differ from the figures set out in this presentation.
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